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Let C be a set of n points in the plane. The minimul network for Z is the tree of 
shortest total length L&Z) whose vertices are exactly the points of S. The Steiner 
minimal network for B is the tree of shortest possible total length L&X) when the 
vertices are allowed to be any set Z’ 2 Z. Clearly Ls(Z) < L&Z), since the 
minimization in Ls is over a larger set. It has long been conjectured that, con- 
versely, Ls(Z) > (3*12/2) L&Y), but this has previously been proved only if 
n = 3. In this paper, among other results, this is proved for n = 4. Unfortunately 
the proof is sufficiently complicated that immediate generalization to arbitrary n, 
no matter how desirable, is unlikely. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Steiner probkm, in the definition which we shall use in this paper, is 
the problem of finding the shortest network connecting a given set S of 
points if you are allowed to add other junctions, not in S, at which the line 
segments that constitute the network are allowed to terminate. The additional 
junctions are called Steiner points and the shortest possible network the 
Steiner minimal network. The problem is said [l] to go back to Fermat 
toward the end of the 18th century, and he apparently knew the solution for 
three points. Courant and Robbins [l] give two fundamental facts: If you 
begin with n points in the plane, the number of additional junctions k which 
are added in the Steiner minimal network does not exceed 12 - 2, and at 
any Steiner point exactly three lines meet, making angles of 120” with one 
another. (The first of these statements follows immediately from the second 
by counting total numbers of line segments.) These two facts by themselves 
are not sufficient to reduce the Steiner problem to a finite problem construc- 
tively, since for any pair of points A and B the set of points P such that 
Q APB = 120” is infinite. The first finite reduction of the problem was 
accomplished by Melzak [2] in 1961. He made the key observation that if two 
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points A and B are directly connected to a Steiner point P, then the third line 
segment coming into P will, when extended, pass through the third vertex C 
of an equilateral triangle with A and B as its other two vertices and lying in 
the half plane determined by AB which does not contain P. 
In fact, as remarked by B. D. Holbrook and recorded in [3], AP + BP = 
CP. Thus, the Steiner minimal network for a set of n points in the plane, with 
A and B as two vertices immediately connected to one Steiner point, can be 
found by replacing A and B with C and solving the Steiner problem for the 
(n - 1) points. There are two choices for C, and n(n - 1)/2 choices for the 
pair A, B. Furthermore, the Steiner minimal network for the given set of n 
points need not have as many as (n - 2) Steiner points (it is called “full” if 
it does). Tf it does not, the Steiner minimal network will decompose into a 
number of smaller full Steiner trees which meet each other at some subset 
of the given vertices. If we blindly organize a computer to try all possibilities, 
their number will grow exponentially. A series of recent papers devoted to 
trying to get this number down to something more reasonable will perhaps 
come to an end, now that the problem has been shown to be iVP-complete [4]. 
It is instructive to see the variety of possibilities in the cases n = 3 and 
n = 4. If n = 3, the number of Steiner points is either 1 or 0. If the triangle 
formed by the three points A, B, and C has no angle 2120” then a Steiner 
point in its interior is possible. The Steiner minimal network is found by 
locating P so that Q APB = Q BPC = 120”, and its length is AP + 
BP + CP. If the triangle ABC has a vertex, say B, with Q B > 120”, then 
the Steiner minimal network uses no Steiner point and is given by AB + BC. 
If n = 4, the situation is very much more complicated. In general position, 
there are two possible full Steiner trees, as shown in Fig. 1. In each of these 
FIGURE 1 
there are two Steiner points. Next, there are four possible Steiner trees which 
are full among three of the four given points, and connect the fourth vertex 
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these cases there is one Steiner point. Finally, the Steiner minimal tree may 
not use any Steiner points at all, and may simply be the minimal tree among 
the given vertices with no additional junctions. There are 16 possible candi- 
dates for this tree (for n the formula is n+3. 
Prim [5] gave an algorithm for finding this minimal tree efficiently on the 
computer. The 16 possibilities are four groupings of four each that generically 
“look” as follows (Fig. 3). The four in the last group are obviously not 
candidates for the minimal tree since the minimal network can never cross 
itself, but a clumsy computer program might find itself considering them.l 
The other possibilities can and do happen. 
>aYNU 
FIGURE 3 
The interest of Bell Laboratories in minimal network problems stems from 
the fact that the current tariff for private line service is written in terms of the 
length of the minimal network containing the customer’s stations. Prim’s 
algorithm gave the first construction of the minimal network which was 
sufficiently economical to be implemented on the computer. The Steiner 
problem is, as we have indicated, much older, and is connected historically 
with soap films in physics and the layout of roads, factories, etc., in operations 
research or its predecessors. Bell System interest in the Steiner problem 
comes from the fact that, other things being equal, Steiner minimal networks 
are good candidates for routes for new broadband connection channels. 
There is, however, also the fact that the Steiner minimal network is, by its very 
definition, shorter than the (Prim) minimal network if it in fact uses a nonzero 
number of Steiner points. If it is sufficiently shorter than the minimal network, 
a private line customer might be tempted to request additional terminals, 
otherwise useless to him, with the sole purpose of decreasing the cost of his 
network. If only an economical algorithm had existed for the Steiner problem, 
then perhaps the structure of the tariff could have been redefined to use the 
Steiner minimal network rather than the minimal network, and the above 
temptation would have been removed. On the other hand, there is no mileage 
(forgive the word play) in replacing a computable tariff by a noncomputable 
one. 
An obvious question to ask of course is how much shorter than the minimal 
network the Steiner minimal network can in fact be. Both probabilistic and 
deterministic insights are desirable here. Computer experiments by Gilbert 
1 The most efficient algorithm of which the author is aware is due to Shamos [8]. 
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indicate a typical shortening, for random points, of perhaps 2 to 3 %. The 
deterministic problem however has turned out so far to be a real stinker. If 
we denote the lengths of the Steiner minimal tree and the minimal tree by 
LS and LM , respectively, then Gilbert and Pollak showed in [3] that in the 
case of three points Ls 3 (31/2/2) LM . Equality is achieved for an equilateral 
triangle. The same result was conjectured to hoid for an arbitrary collection 
of points in the plane, but has so far defied proof. It is obvious that LS < LM , 
and that the largest 8 such that Ls 3 6LM is at most (3112/2) for general n. 
Kallman [6] showed that the shortest network if you are allowed to add only 
one extra vertex is at least (3l/“/2) LM in length. But that is not the Steiner 
problem. The best result at present for general n, due to Chung and Hwang 
[7], is LS 3 0.743 LM . The main result of the present paper is that, for 
n = 4, LS 2 (3112/2) LM . The proof, unfortunately, is still sufficiently 
complicated that we do not see at this point how to generalize it to arbitrary n. 
A number of other new insights into Steiner networks which have been 
generated in the process may interest the specialist, but it is perhaps worth 
noting one intermediate result: If, for four points, both full Steiner networks 
exist (as in Fig. 1) then the shorter of the two is in the same direction as the 
acute angle between the diagonals of the quadrilateral ABCD. If the dia- 
gonals of the quadrilateral are perpendicular, then the two full Steiner trees, 
if they both exist, are equaIIy long. 
2. PREPARATORY RESULTS 
We begin the development with 
LEMMA 1. If, in triangle ABC, 4 B > 120”, then AC b (3l/“/2)(AB + BC). 
ProoJ Let AB = x, BC = y, and AC = z. By the law of cosines, 
z2 = x2 + y2 - 2xy cos B 
3 x2 + Y2 + xy (because Q B 3 120”) 
= 2 (x + Yj2 + a (x - Y>” 
3 I (x + Y)“. 
LEMMA 2. Let the sequence of line segments AB, BC, CD be so situated 
that B and C are on opposite sides of AD, and let Q ABC and Q BCD both be 
> 120”. Then AD > (3’/“/2)(AB + BC + CD). 
Proof. Let BC cross AD at X (Fig. 4). The result follows by applying 
Lemma 1 to d’s ABX and CEX, and adding the results. 
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FIGURE 4 
LEMMA 3. Let the line segments AB, BC, CD be so situated that B and C 
are on the same side of AD, that b B 3 120”, and that BC extended beyond C 
meets the line segment AD (Fig. 5). Then 
AD 3 (3ln/2)(AB + BC + CD). 
FIGURE 5 
Proof. Let BC extended beyond C meet AD at X (Fig. 5). Then AX 3 
(3’/“/2)(AB + BX) by Lemma 1. 
Thus 
AD = AX + XD > (3’/“/2)(AB + BC + CX) + XD 
> (3ln/2)(AB + BC) + (3’/“/2)(CX + XD) 
> (31/2/2)(AB + BC + CD). 
The following lemma and proof were kindly supplied by H. S. Witsen- 
hausen. 
LEMMA 4. Given a convex quadrilateral ABCD, with angles 01, ,8, y, 6, and 
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Proof. Let the length of the perpendicular from B to AC (extended if 
necessary) be h1 , and from D to AC (ditto) be hz . Then regardless of whether 
angles are acute or not, 
h 
1 
= cot B + cot Y h 
cot a + cot 6 2 . 
(2.1) 
From the figure, 8 is acute if and only if 
h, cot 01 < h, cot y. (2.2) 
If we substitute (2.1) into (2.2), and remember that the denominator in (2.1) 
is positive, we obtain the desired result. 
Let us return briefly to the process of construction for full Steiner trees 
which was given in [2] and further discussed in [3]. As we recalled in the 
Introduction, if two points A and B are directly connected to a Steiner point 
P, then the third line segment coming into P will, when extended, pass through 
the third vertex C of an equilateral triangle with A and B as its other two 
vertices, and lying in the half plane determined by AB which does not contain 
P (see Fig. 7). In fact, AP + BP = DP. Even though the precise exercise of 
saying this in words is important, the idea is a lot easier in a picture. If you 
are looking for the length of the full Steiner network among A, B, and C 
(provided it exists), draw dABD as an equilateral d; then DPC is a straight 
line, and AP + BP + CP = DC. Of course, we could have used BC or AC 
as bases for equilateral triangles equally well. 









If we have four points, we have many more options for how to draw a line 
segment whose length equals that of a particular full Steiner network. 
Consider the network in the following figure (Fig. S), where B, C, E, G are 
E 
B 
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the given vertices, and P and Q the Steiner points. We can draw the equi- 
lateral triangles ABC and EFG as shown; then the length of the Steiner 
network will be that of AF (see Fig. 9). We could begin by drawing just 
FIGURE 9 
equilateral triangle EGF (Fig. 10). Now B, C, and Fare three points connected 
to one Steiner point (P). Hence, we could draw another equilateral triangle 
on CF as a base, say CFN, and then the length of the Steiner network will 
also be BN (see Fig. 11). Other possibilities of course exist. Our .main proofs 
will depend critically upon the many different ways to visualize the length of 
a full Steiner tree. Let us practice this technique, however, by proving two 
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LEMMA 5. If there is a full Steiner network connecting four points 
A, B, C, D, then the quadrilateral formed by A, B, C, D is convex. 
Proof. Let the full Steiner tree be (AB)-P-Q-(CD), as in Fig. 12. Draw 
AX 11 BP and let YZ be the line containing AP. Then B is in the interior of 
the angle XA Y, and thus in one half plane determined by ZY, while C and D, 
and hence d ACD, are in the other. Hence B is not in the interior of dACD. 
Since the same argument applies to all vertices, the lemma is proved. 
FIGURE 12 
THEOREM 6. Let four points A, B, C, D be given so that both possible full 
Steiner networks actually exist. Then the shorter of the two is in the same 
direction as the acute angle between the diagonals of the quadrilateral ABCD. 
The two full Steiner trees (given they both exist) will be equally long if and 
only if the diagonals are perpendicular. 
Proof. By Lemma 5, ABCD is convex. If we label the vertices consecu- 
tively around the convex polygon ABCD, then the two full Steiner networks 
connect (A and B) to P to Q to (C and D) and (A and D) to P’ to Q’ to (B and 
C). The situation is precisely that of Fig. 1. 
We will represent the length of the Steiner network (AB)-P-Q-(CD) by 
drawing the equilateral triangle ABE, then the equilateral triangle CEH, in 
which case the length is the length of DH (see Fig. 13). The purpose of the 
FIGURE 13 
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figure is to make it easier to remember what is going on, but does not imply 
that CE must cross AB, or that QDBH < 180”. We have 
AE G EB, because AABE is equilateral, 
CE E EH, because ACEH is equilateral, 
QCEA c +JIHEB because each equals 60” f CEB, depending 
on the figure. 
:. ACEA s AHEB s.a.s. 
:. AC e BH and QECA gg +EHB. (2.3) 
Let X be the point of intersection of AC and BD. In the quadrilateral CXBH, 
QCXB + +XBH = 2~ - (VCH + +cBHC) 
= 277 - ((7r/3) + +ECA + (7r/3) - 4BHE) 
= &r/3 by (2.3), 
:. +DBH = (47~13) - QCXB. (2.4) 
Now the other Steiner network (AD)-P’-Q’-(BC) may be represented by 
drawing an equilateral triangle CBE’, another equilateral triangle E’AH’, 
and then measuring the length DH’ (see Fig. 14). By the previous argument, 








We now have to face up to the possibility that +DBH or QDBH’, as we 
have defined them in the quadrilaterals CXBH and AXBH’, respectively, 
might exceed 7~. Let us call these angles QDBH, and +DBH’,, respectively; 
we shall call these angles when considered as part of the triangles DBH and 
DBH’, QDBHt and QDBH’t , respectively. QDBHs = QDBHt if 
QDBH, < n, and QDBHp = 27~ - +DBHt if 4DH, > T; similar 
relations hold with H replaced by H’. 
We note first that it is impossible for both +DBHa and +IDBH’~ to 
exceed TT, since their sum, by (2.4), is 
(8~13) - +CXB - QBXA = h/3 < 27~. 
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Next, we shall prove that QDBH, > QDBH’, if and only if +DBHt > 
QDBH’t . For the forward implication, if QDBH, < n, then all angles are 
\<n and the definitions are the same. If QDBH, > rr, then by (2.4), QCXB 
< 5-13 and hence QBXA > 2~13. Thus QDBHt = 2rr - QDBEI, = 
(27~/3) + +CXB > 2~~13, while 
QDBH’t = QDBHq (since only one can exceed r) 
= (4n/3) - 3BXA < 2~13. 
Thus again 
+DBHt > QDBH’t . 
Conversely, suppose QDBHt > 3DBH ‘t . If both QDBH, and QDBH’, 
are < n, there is nothing to prove. If QDBH, > z-, then QDBH, > rr > 
+DBHt > QDBH’t = 3DBH’9 (since only one can exceed rr). If QDBH’, 
> rr, then by the forward argument, dDBH’t > +DBHt , a contradiction. 
It is now immediate that also, 
QDBH, = QDBHrq if and only if +DBHt = 4DBH’t. 
Let us now continue with the proof. We know that 
BH’ = BH, because both equal AC by (2.3) 
DB = DB. 
We know that if two sides of one triangle are congruent to two sides of a 
second triangle, then the included angle in the first triangle exceeds that in the 
second if and only if the third side of the first exceeds the third side in the 
second. Then 
(DH > DH) o ( 4DBHt > QDBH’t) o (<DBH, > 4DBH’,) 
0 (+CXB < +BXA), 
(DH = DH’) o ( +DBHt = +DBH’t) o (QDBH, = QDBH’,) 
- (+CXB = QBXA). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
We can extend this result to another possibly interesting theorem on 
4-point Steiner networks. 
THEOREM 7. Let four points A, B, C, and D be given so that both possible 
full Steiner networks actually exist. Then the shorter of the two, in the direction 
of the acute angle between the diagonals, is actually the Steiner minimal 
network for the point A, B, C, D. 
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Proof. We need to show that any Steiner tree among A, B, C, and D which 
uses one or no Steiner points is actually longer than one of the full Steiner 
trees. By Lemma 5, ABCD is convex. 
Case 1. A Steiner tree Tl with one Steiner point, say P. Then P is connec- 
ted to three of the given vertices, say A, B, and C in the convex order of the 
vertices, and D is connected to one of A, B, or C. 
Case la. D is connected to either A or C, say A (see Fig. 15). Draw the 
equilateral triangle ABE, and also the equilateral triangle CDF. The length 
of the Steiner tree Tl , that is, of AP + BP + CP + CD, is that of EC + 













Case lb. D is connected to B. Draw the perpendicular bisector of BP 
and examine the two half planes so determined. B is in one of them. By 
convexity, D is in the same half plane with A, P, and C, namely the other one. 
Hence D is closer to P than it is to B. Thus Tl is not a minimal network 
among A, B, D, C, P, and hence not a competitor for the Steiner minimal 
tree. 
Case 2. A Steiner tree TO with no Steiner point, i.e. a minimal tree among 
A, B, C, D. There are, if we remember that ABCD is convex, three possible 
forms of the minimal network (see Fig. 16). 
jy ,&” KC 
A D A D 
a b c 
FIGURE 16 
Case 2a. Draw the equilateral triangles ABE and CDF. AB + BC + 
CD = EB + BC + CF > EF, which is the length of a full Steiner tree. 
Case 2b. Same construction. Then AB + BD + CD = EB + BD + 
DF > EF, which is the length of a full Steiner tree. 
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Case 2c. Draw CDF and BFH equilateral. By the argument in the proof 
of Theorem 6, BD = CH, and AB + BD + BC = AB + BC + CH 3 AH, 
which is the length of a full Steiner tree. 
This completes all cases. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 8. Let four points be given, and let Ls and LM be the lengths of 
the Steiner minimal network and the minimal network without Steiner points 
among the given points, respectively. Then 
Ls > (3112/2) LM . 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that the Steiner mini- 
mal tree is full, that is, that it contains 2 Steiner points. For if it contains 
none, then Ls = LM . If it contains one, then this Steiner point is connected 
to three of the given vertices. Among these, by [3, p. 251, 
L’s > (3112/2) LIhl . 
If we now add the link joining up the fourth vertex, we see that 
Ls > (31/2/2) LM . 
So we assume the Steiner minimal tree is full. If the four given points are 
B, C, E, and G, respectively, we may assume the Steiner tree to connect 
(BBC)-P-Q-(EG). The notation is so chosen that C, B, E, and G are in order 
around the convex quadrilateral CBEG (we know it is convex from Lemma 5). 
There are now five possible positions for the minimal tree from which we 
compute LM (see Fig. 17). We know no better method than to treat the five 
cases separately. 
Case I. Draw the equilateral triangles ABC and EGF, so that Ls = AF. 
Extend AC and FE (if necessary) to meet at X, and AB and FG to meet at Y. 
In quadrilateral AXFY, QA + QF = 2~r/3, so that at least one of 4X and 
Q Y must be &&r/3. Suppose it is 4X. 
(a) If X is outside of both AB and EF, then 
Ls = AF > (3’/“/2)(AD + DF) 3 (31/2/2)(AB + BE + EF) 
= (31/2/2)(CB + BE + EF) = (3*12/2) LM . 












V 7 C G 
FIGURE 17 
(b) If Xis inside, say EF, the picture looks like the diagram in Fig. 18. 
QFEG = 60”. Now since the minimal tree is as defined in Case I, BG > BE 
and BG > EG. Hence QBEG > 60”. :. QBEF 3 120”. 4ABE is reentrant, 
by the definition of(b). Hence, by Lemma 3, 
Ls = AF > (3112/2)(AB + BE + EF) = (31i2/2) LM . 
Case II. Again, draw equilateral triangles ABC and EFG. Since CG > 
max(CB, BG), QCBG 2 60”; similarly QBGE > 60”. Hence +ABG > 
120”, and QBGF > 120“. Hence, by Lemma 2, 
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Case III. Draw the Steiner tree by first drawing the equilateral triangle 
EGF, and then the equilateral triangle BFL. Then Ls = CL. Draw LE 
(see Fig. 19). Now EF = GF and LF = BF by construction. 









Hence AEFL s GFB, and hence BG = LE. Thus LM = CB f BE + EL. 
Also 
<ELF = QFBG. (3.1) 
Now QCBG > 60”, since CG is the longest side of ABGC. QEBG > 60”, 
since EG is the longest side of ABEG. Hence 4CBE 3 120”. Furthermore 
QBEL = 180” - QEBL - QBLE. 
But 
QEBL + QBLE = 60” - +xEBF + 60” - QELF 
= 120” - QEBF - +FBG by (3.1) 
Hence also 
< 120” - 60” = 60” 
QBEL > 120”. 
Then, by Lemma 2, (or Lemma 3 if E is on the other side of CL) 
Ls = CL > (3’/“/2)(CB + BE + EL) = (31r2/2) LM . 
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We may assume that QCBE + +BEG > 180”. If not, interchange the 
labels of B and C, E and G. 
(a) QBEG < 120”, so that 4CBE Z 60”. Draw equilateral triangles 
ABC and EGF so that Ls = AF. Then +ABC + 4CBE s +ABE 3 120”. 
+ABE + QBEF >, 300”. 
1. If 4ABE < 180”. then AB extended meets EF extended outside 
of both line segments, say at X. Since in case (a) 1, 4ABE and 4BEF are 
both < 180”, +IBXE >, 120”. 
* AF > (3’/“/2)(AX + XF) 2 (31j2/2)(AB + BE + EF) * . 
= (31f2/2)(BC + BE + EG) 
> (31J2/2)(GC + BE + EG). 
The last step follows since by construction of the minimal tree BC > CG. 
2. If +ABE > 180”, we note, again by construction of the minimal 
tree, that QBEG > 60”. :. BEF > 120”. The result that AF > (3’/“/2) 
(AB + BE + EF) now follows by Lemma 3, and the rest of the proof is 
identical to the previous case. 
(b) +BEG > 120”, so that Q BEG + QGEF > 180”. This time we 
draw equilateral triangle CFM, so that Ls = BM, 
1. If +EGC 3 120”, then G is outside ACFM and QEFM > 120” 
(Fig. 21). By Lemma 3, 
BM 3 (31j2/2)(BE + EF + FM) 
= (3’/“/2)(BE + EG + FC) 
3 (3112/2)(BE + EG + GC). 
The last step follows because, by convexity, +EGC < 180”, so that QEGC -f- 
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2. If QEGC < 120”, then G is inside ACFM (see Fig. 22). Therefore 
QFGM > QFCM = 60”. :. < EGM > 120”. Since in case (b), QBEG > 
120”, by Lemma 2, 








It remains to prove that GM 3 GC. Now EF = GF and CF = CF. By 
construction of the minimal tree CE 3 CG. :. QCFE > QCFG. But 
QEFG = 60”, :. QCFG < 30”, :. +GFM = 60” - QCFG > 30” > 
QCFG. But also GF = GF and CF = FM. Since QGFM > QCFG, GM > 
CG and the proof of this case is complete. 
Case V. The minimal tree is given by Fig. 23. 
FIGURE 23 
(a) Suppose +CBE > 120”. In this case, draw the equilateral triangles 
EGF and BFL. The picture and the proof are almost identical with Case III. 
Since EG is the longest side of ABEG, +EBG > 60”. Hence, as in Case III, 
Ls = CL 3 (3112/2)(CB + BE + EL) 
= (3’/“/2)(CB + BE + BG) 
> (3’f2/2)(CG + BG + BE). 
(b) If +cEGC > 120”, we can do the same proof with the construction 
based on CG instead of BE. Therefore it remains to do case 
(c) Both QCBE and +CGE are <120”. We begin the proof in this 
case by showing that the other Steiner network, (BE)-(W), exists. By 
Melzak’s construction [2], we draw equilateral triangles BEX and CGY. If 
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XY crosses the line segments BE and CG (unextended), and if the circles 
in which ABEX and ACGY are inscribed do not intersect, then the Steiner 
network (BE)-(CG) will indeed exist (see Fig. 24). First, Q YGE = 0: YGC + 
+CGE < 180” and +iCBX = QCBE + gEBX -c 180”. Second, BC is the 









Similarly gGE.% < 150”. Hence X and Y are in the same half plane deter- 
mined by BC as are E and G, and in the same half plane determined by EG as 
are B and C. Thus XY crosses BE and CG. 
Next draw QEBS = 60” on the opposite side of X relative to BE, and 
+CGT = 60” on the opposite side of Y relative to CG. The circle circums- 
cribing ABEx lies entirely in one half plane determined by BS (the same as 
X and E) and the circle circumscribing ACGY lies entirely in one half plane 
determined by GT(the same as C and Y). Since +EBG > 60” and 4BGC > 
60” by construction of the minimal tree, the arcs @ and c^c lie in different 
half planes determined by CG, and hence do not meet. 
Thus the Steiner tree (BE)-(CG) also exists. 
Since +EBG and QBGC are >60” but <120”, I cot +EBG I < 1/3112 and 
1 cot +BGC 1 < 1/31f2. Hence 1 cot *EBG . cot QBGC 1 < g. On the other 
hand, cot 3CBG > 1/3112 and cot *EGB > 1/31/3. Hence 
cot +xEBG . cot QBCC < cot QCBG . cot +EGB. 
By Lemma 4 and Theorem 7, (BE)-(CG) is the Steiner minimal tree, not 
(BC) - (EG). We are thus in Case II, which has been previously covered. 
The proof is complete. 
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